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GLOSSARY 
 
Acid Jazz  

Late 1980s and 1990s trend where “London fashion victims created 
their own early seventies-infatuated bohemia by copying jazz-funk 
records of the era note by note.”1 Associated with DJ Giles Peterson, 
acid jazz combined jazz and funk influence with electronica to produce 
a “danceable” version of jazz. Some of the most prominent British 
artists associated with acid jazz include are the band 4Hero, producer 
Ronny Jordan, and the James Taylor Quartet (the last of which at one 
point included Nitin Sawhney.) 
 

Ambient 
Music intended to create a particular atmosphere. Brian Eno, 
considered a pioneer of the genre, notes, “One of the most important 
differences between ambient music and nearly any other kind of pop 
music is that it doesn’t have a narrative structure at all, there are no 
words, and there isn’t an attempt to make a story of some kind.”2 
Ambient music often substitutes distinct melodies and rhythmic 
patterns for a wash of sound. Some prominent British artists during the 
1990s include The Orb, KLF, Mixmaster Morris and Aphex Twin. 

 
Bhangra 

Bhangra originated as a male folk dance in Punjab to accompany the 
harvest festival, Baisakhi. It is still performed as a folk dance and may be 
identified by its characteristic swinging rhythm played on the dhol and 
dholki, double-sided barrel drums. From the late 1970s onwards, 
Punjabi immigrants in Britain began to fuse with electronic dance styles 
including house music and later hip-hop.3 These styles produced a 
distinct genre of music that was recognized as one of the first 
prominent examples of British Asian youth culture. Some popular 
British Asian bhangra musicians and producers during the 1990s 
include Panjabi MC and Bally Sagoo. DJ Ritu is a prominent bhangra DJ 
based in London. 
 

Breakbeat 
A style oriented first with 1970s hip-hop DJs who cut back and forth 
between an identical section on two records featuring the dropping out 
of all the instrumental parts except the drum groove.4 The “break” itself 
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refers to the radical reduction of texture within this section that features 
only the drum groove. Within contemporary drum and bass, breakbeat 
often refers to “cutting up the beat” or “the break” into irregular, 
jagged, and often frenetic rhythms; the conscious development of 
breakbeat in the early 1990s encroached upon the rave scene to drive 
out ravers who were seeking a more comfortable, less edgy experience. 
(These ravers migrated to the more predictable rhythms of house music 
instead.)5 
 

Chillout  
While it is often used as a synonym for “downtempo” below, the genre 
of chillout was associated with the establishment of spaces and later 
clubs where club goers could recover from the exhausting combination 
of strobe lights and frenetic beats found in most rave clubs. Clubbers 
could relax and converse with one another over beat and vocal free 
ambient music.6 It eventually evolved into a club culture of its own. 
José Padilla, a Spanish DJ in Ibiza, is considered the “godfather” of the 
genre. 
 

Downtempo 
A dramatically slower form of drum and bass often played in chillout 
rooms along with ambient music; often less than 118 bpm, and 
associated with bands such as Thievery Corporation, who sometimes 
blend ethnically defined instruments such as the sitar and tamboura 
drones for a slightly exotic feel. The genre was primarily established by 
the compilations of artists from other genres whose specific tracks 
could fit into the category, rather than by particular artists. Some artists 
evoked by downtempo are Austria’s Kruder and Dorfmeister and the 
United States’ Thievery Corporation. 
 

Drum and bass 
It combines elements from dub, electro, hip-hop, and techno to come 
up with frenetic grooves usually faster than 160 beats per minute. In its 
“old school” form, the melody was absent and replaced by a 
foregrounded, active bass line. Drum and bass (sometimes spelled 
“drum’n’bass”) is an offshoot of “breakbeat,” an early hip-hop practice 
that isolated and repeated the portion of late 1960s/early 1970s songs 
where all the instrumental tracks would drop out, to highlight the 
drums, which continued the groove. Developing as a gritty, more 
aggressive alternative to mainstream “house” music in the early to mid 
1990s, early drum and bass accelerated and looped these breakbeat 
rhythm tracks. Eventually, many as four or five percussion tracks at a 
time were layered upon one another to create a single layer of 
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overwhelming rhythmic complexity.7 Its aggressiveness is seen by 
many critics to express British Afro-Caribbeans’ desire to express a 
sense of black identity distinct from African American identity. Steven 
Quinn has written that drum and bass “was the formulation of a music 
that could represent a ‘black’ population and counter its experience of 
marginality.8 Some popular British drum and bass musicians and DJs 
from the 1990s include Goldie, Grooverider, Optical, LTJ Bukem, Roni 
Size and Reprazent. 

 
Dub 

Developing from Jamaican reggae and the live performance of that 
music on sound system, dub usually connotes a booming bass and 
added reverb. In the 1990s, British groups such as Massive Attack, 
Leftfield, and Underworld began to introduce these styles into club 
music. Producers such as Adrian Sherwood and the Mad Professor, 
long associated with reggae, were gradually enfolded within 
collaborations with some of these groups, as well as with the British 
Asian band, Asian Dub Foundation. 
 

Electro 
Associated with artists such as Afrika Bambaataa and Kraftwerk from 
the late 1970s and early 1980s; “branch of hip-hop that featured drum 
machines, video-game imagery, and a general funky-robotic feel.”9 The 
prominent foundation of a drum machine characterizes this music, of 
which its most famous representative is perhaps Afrika Bambaata’s 
“Don’t Stop…Planet Rock”(1982). Its use by British Asian artists was a 
direct outcome of these artists’ identifying with this music in their early 
teens.  
 

 
Electronica 

Electronica music has been widely applied as an umbrella term to 
encompass many different types of electronically produced music. 
While most musicians rarely refer to their own music as “electronic,” 
the term is often used within the context of industrial music categories 
to denote popular music that is mostly or entirely produced by 
electronic and digital processes. It is sometimes evoked as an 
alternative to “electronic dance music” and “techno” to distinguish 
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music that one would listen to, as opposed to music that one would 
dance to. 
  

Jungle 
While the “jungle” is now often interpreted as a synonym for drum and 
bass, many critics insist on its having a distinct identity. Early jungle 
featured MC’s delivering a distinct mix of Caribbean patois, Cockney 
slang, and American hip-hop slang 
 

Techno 
The term “techno” is often evoked in a general sense to describe beat-
oriented electronica music. Within the history of electronic music, 
however, techno is restricted to its invention in Detroit during the mid 
to late 1980s by African American producers in Detroit and Chicago, 
including Juan Atkins, Kevin Saunderson and Derrick May.10 
 

Trip-hop 
Slower form of electronica music, originating from Bristol and 
associated with groups including Portishead and Massive Attack; 
typically dark and somber in mood. This music originated in the early 
1990s and typically emphasizes a long, drawn-out bass that is usually 
derived from slowing down typical hip hop grooves and a sense of 
open space from the liberal use of echo and reverb techniques 
associated with dub music. Its name reflects its origins in American 
hip-hop; trip hop appropriates American hip-hop’s bass, sampling, 
scratching, and breakbeat rhythms – but at a drastically reduced tempo, 
more complementary to marijuana smoking or “tripping.” Trip hop 
may include rap, but it more often features a melody that is sung.  
 

Trance 
Style of music usually connoting a “trippy” quality, or music that 
purports to take its listener on a journey. Simon Reynolds writes that 
trance evokes “frictionless trajectories of video games, virtual 
reality,…whirling dervishes, voodoo dancers, and other ritualized 
techniques for reaching altered states via hyperventilation, dizziness 
and exhaustion.”11 This term is most relevantly evoked within the genre 
of Goa Trance. 
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